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By a unanimous vote Monday evening the
and
parking on both sides of 13th Ave. E. between University
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Emerald streets.

First it’s twin beds in married veterans
housing, now it’s separate sections for husbands and wives at football games. In order

officials made this request because a larger numThirber of students are crossing the campus further east on
teenth Ave. That is, it’s just as dangerous to cross Thirteenth
in front of Emerald Hall as it is by the Co-op.

for married students to sit together at the impending OSC football game ;t’s necessary for
the already badly bent husband to dish out
$10 for two reserved seat tickets. The only rub
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the
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tion. The council’s attitude has been
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from the $26 a month of blackest depression days to the
Orville Lindstrom,
present 63 dollars. Last Monday night
council why.
University Business manager, told the executive

today’s Emerald.)
explanation of why it costs

of his talk is in

more
As best we could tell, his
was
sororities
to live in a dorm than in many rather sumptuous
maintenand
logical. Living costs have gone up, maid wages
food has not
ance costs have gone up—and the quality of the
been lowered. In truth, $63 a month is not a staggering amount,
leaks
at current standards, to pay for decent food, a roof that
of
a sort. It’s less than many
service
maid
and
only occasionally

Universities charge for the

same.

But here’s the rub. It really doesn’t cost $63 a month $68
if you live in Carson—to pay for these necessities. From each
student’s bill $11.40 is taken out to pay for Carson hall. Earlier, it was to pay for John Straub.
When these buildings are payed for, they become the propand as profitable enterprises, they build
of the

University

erty

more

To get to the bottom of things—why doesn’t the University
does not appropriate
pay for its own dorms? Because the state
doesn’t it? For
money for any but classroom buildings. Why
to some
many reasons. But mainly because it is poor—relative
states—and because some legislators feel that because dorms
benefit

only

some

of the students,

they

shouldn’t be built

on

something new is coming to the University—deferred living. All students will live in the dorm one year.
Therefore everybody will benefit from University living acBut

and

spend

some

such time

now

commodations. It would seem, then that the next few years
would be just the right time for the legislature to kick in some

big waiting

tradition born of the British, bequeathed to the Americans, of a ship in every sea, a gun on every port
and braid on every shoulder. Perhaps grand navies will next be

swaggering

bequeathed

to

history

books.

CHOPIN’S CENTENNIAL. Old Chopin almost went
without notice on this campus where tunes filched from his
sung just as lustily as elsewhere. Congratulations,
then to Professor George Hopkins of the music school who
soon is to present an all Chopin recital. The dreamy, fiery Pole

works

are

deserves

a

bouquet

or two on

his tombstone.
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wives. But it must be remembered too, that
for husbands and wives to sit
the

argument
together in the past
not an

obligation

has been

of the

courtesy and

a

University.
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at through the
es are not students. Looked
University’s commercial eye—and it is com-

many more townswho want to go to the jammed Home-
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game.

could suggest to make
less
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the
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since
of $1.80,
they are the
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means we
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to whom the buck of
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big
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passed. But again, that would be a cournot an obligation on the part of
and
tesy
the University. And it is too late now. The
585 seats saved are going on sale to the waiting list today—with only 50 sold to veterans,
been

wives.
And norv, to our good friend and columnist,
Jo Gilbert, the no-longer confused wife of a
veteran.

In

seemed

more

yesterday’s Emerald, Jo, you
concerned with the possibility

that the husband would drink the fifth in solitary joy in the students’ section, than you did
with the separation of wives and husbands.
Our solution is to pour half the fifth (a tenth)
into an old medicne bottle before the game,

divvy.—B.H.
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How do you tell the difiference between a
sophomore and one who just can't

grow a beard? As the age of underclassmen
is steadily decreasing due to less veterans,
this is becoming a very real problems for

sophs.
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could have cleaned up.
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“Seagrams 7,”

called the
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seats that were set aside for veterans wives.
and alums want to go to
And towns

hope somebody graduating from the political science
department with the vow' to become an Oregon legislator will
give this some thought.—B.H.
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Oregon State had to be seated somewhere.
They were put in the general admission seats
in the south end of the court. It could hardly
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of divided sympathy. We know in most veterans’ homes $5 bills can’t be pulled like
Kleenexes out of a box—but we also realize
that there is little choice for Athletic BusiHoward Lemons in the matness
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Home Sweet Dorm
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student can buy is one ticket.
It is surprising how few wives want to go
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